
 
 

Customer Reviews 
 

YELL 
GeorgeW-70 13 Jan 2017  

I have used this company three times and each time have had my problem solved quickly and was charged 

a sensible price. Twice was with different desktop computers and once with a laptop that needed upgrades 

which I found complicated. I dropped the laptop off around lunchtime and collected it that evening. I found 

the engineer friendly and knowledgeable.  

Google 

Phil Nock (Google); Same day service and no hidden charges. Great service 

 
kally dhillon (Google) 
6 months ago 
An absolute gent. Great service, cost effective, sympathetic to time constraints but above all...... gets 
the job done. A sincere thank you! 
 

A Google User 
6 years ago 
 I have used this company on two occasions and found them to be first class , 
Service was personal and very efficiant, speedy, and a pleasure to do buisness with. 
Highly recomended. 
 

A Google User 
6 years ago- 
Genner Communications are an exceptionally good company to do business with. We have used 
them several times to sort out our company's computer problems and wouldn't ever use anyone else. 
They are professional, efficient, reliable and good value 
 

A Google User 
6 years ago- 
my laptop was fixed quickly, antivirus put on it and all my pictures from sons birth recovered, can't 
praise Genner Communications enough 

 

Please Note 

A&A Computers Telford is owned by Kevin Genner of Genner Communications. Also, the vast 

majority of repairs and upgrades are performed by Kevin. The following certificates and letters 

therefore relate directly to Kevin. 

https://www.yell.com/reviews/user/GeorgeW-70
https://www.google.com/maps/contrib/113600431922425790275/reviews
http://www.genner.co.uk/
http://www.gennersales.co.uk/


  

 

Sample letters 

Kevin, 

 

Just a quick note to say a huge thanks for your help on the disk drive. Above and beyond the 

normal confines of your job I might add.  

 

Great service once again from Dataworld and a deserving drink coming your way courtesy of 

myself when I am down next or if I see Emlyn first and get him to do it.  

 

I particularly like the outside of office hours technical helpline I had. 

 

All joking aside Thanks again Kev. 

 

Regards, 

 

Euan Kerr 

Corporate Account Manager 

SCC 
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Please note 

As can be seen from the above, we are highly regarded and have considerable 

expertise in the fields of computer repair, data retrieval, data transfer, computer 

protection and security and support. 

We are also specialists in finding – removing malware and upgrading from Hard Disk 

Drive to SSD with data transfer (including upgrading to a smaller capacity SSD). 

Yours; Kevin Genner 
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